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Welcome

Hi, and welcome to our third edition of the all new biblionews publication. This time around we feature a
complete review of our activities over the past 6 months and a look forward to some eagerly awaited product
launches and events that are happening between now and the end of the year.
The highlight of this edition is really the news of the brand new self-service kiosk range that we are launching
this month (the 12th of September to be precise). In reviewing the needs of our global markets we have been
able to say goodbye to some older models and introduce the all new smartserve™ 1000, which incorporates
a raft of features we haven’t been able to include previously. An army of kiosks will be attending various
promotional events and conferences over the coming 6 months, although we are always happy to make
dedicated appearances for interested customers.
Also in this edition, you will find the jet-setting tale of our good friend Steven Potter from Mid-Continent Public
Library in Kansas City, USA. Not only has Steve and his team helped us extensively with the design and launch
of our smartlocker™ range of products, but also took some time out to investigate the core differences
between the UK and the US library markets. Flip over to page 10 to read his findings.
With so much additional news to squeeze into the pages for this edition, we had a tough time selecting which
articles to use this time around. It’s easy to see why when you look at just how busy we have been so far this
year, with the large £25 million project in Northern Ireland, UK and the opening of Koblenz library in Germany
to name just two. For a glimpse at the wealth of new customers we have had the privilege of welcoming this
year, turn to pages 26 and 27.
I hope you enjoy this edition, and don’t forget, we are always keen to promote our customer installations and
so if your library has an exciting story to tell then please contact our editorial team and we can help tell your
story to over 4,000 libraries globally.
Enjoy the remains of the summer (or the winter if you’re near our Australian office).
Andy Chadbourne
Marketing Director

Picture| The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation, Denmark
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Feature | The future of patron self-service is all about choice

The future of
patron self - service is all
about choice

This month heralds the launch of our brand
new smartserve™ 1000 self-service kiosk,
which has been designed to compliment
perfectly our existing range of integrated,
desktop and freestanding kiosks to provide
a more flexible choice for libraries of all
sizes and all budgets. We recognise that
every library is unique. Requirements,
preferences and budgets are not created
equal. With that in mind, we’ve refreshed
our kiosk range to provide more features
and options for our customers. Each library
has unique needs, circulation concerns
to be solved, and strategic direction to
pursue…which one works for your library?
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serve 100
TM

serve 200
TM

Self - service exactly how you envision it...

Quick & easy self- service for entry level budgets...

Self-service leader across the globe for item check out...

Freestanding kiosks don’t always fit in every
library environment, but every library can benefit
from self-service. For that reason we created our
smartserve™ 100 self-service “build-your-own”
solution. The smartserve™ 100 provides libraries
with all the necessary components to build selfservice stations using library furniture or millwork. This
option gives architects and designers the freedom
to incorporate self-service into the overall design
aesthetic of the library, yet still benefit from industryleading performance and strict end-user “easeof-use” design requirements. Each high quality
component is purposefully made for self-service
environments with guaranteed uptime service so
you can be confident that performance is in no way
compromised. The smartserve™ 100 is a perfect
match for libraries who want to incorporate their
décor and personality into their self-service areas.

Recognising that some people prefer a purposemade, integrated desktop kiosk, Bibliotheca
created the smartserve™ 200 desktop kiosk as the
perfect low-cost solution for libraries with entry-level
budgets. Although this kiosk is compact, it provides
library patrons with the same essential self-service
experience as all of the kiosks in our range. Being
desk-based it can easily fit into any library location
that has power and network connectivity. Its small
size and portability also means that it can travel
around the library, or can make journeys between
libraries for special programming if needed.
Available in black or white, the smartserve™ 200
can process stacks of multiple RFID tagged items
at once, or complete barcode only transactions for
libraries who are planning for RFID in the future.

As the global market-leading library patron self
checkout kiosk since its release in 2008, smartserve™
400 has set the standard for convenience and cutting
edge technology. Its compact form factor is packed
full of features and innovation, allowing it to fit in most
check out areas while encouraging increased use.
As the first kiosk purpose-made for libraries to offer
a dedicated RFID reading aperture area, the first to
be available in any colour imaginable and the first
to offer ATM grade cash acceptance with recycling
capability, the smartserve™ 400 has paved the way
for self-service in libraries. The kiosk can also be used
as an item return station used in conjunction with
separate return housings or as loan-only kiosk in
conjunction with our range of Automated Materials
Handling (AMH) solutions.
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Feature | The future of patron self-service is all about choice

your library
your direction
your choice
serve 400
TM

Extended self-service designed for many integrated options..
Using our expertise in designing and deploying
kiosks for over ten years, we designed the
smartserve™ 1000 from the ground up to seamlessly
integrate all of the options libraries have asked for.
Created with the mind-set to provide the best user
experience of any library kiosk manufacturer in
the world, the smartserve™ 1000’s many functions
are all integrated in ergonomic locations that help
guide the library user through the entire self-service
process. Although armed with the same high-quality
RFID and payment components as smartserve™
400, this brand new kiosk focuses on extending
self-service by accepting item returns, providing
effortless transaction views, and accepting cuttingedge payment types such as NFC technology. With
a choice of either a single bin or the ability to run
two bins from a single kiosk, smartserve™ 1000 gives
patrons the ability to borrow items and manage
their account but additionally return items in a single
transaction – a truly convenient experience for the
patron.
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serve1000
TM

When using the two-bin combination, patrons
actually sort items as they are returned, ensuring
that reserved items are held within the safety of a
secure return point and items to be re-shelved are
separated into the second bin. We’ve integrated
a large portrait-orientated 22” touch-screen for a
better viewing experience – with library materials
presented to the user in table format, we’ve found
this configuration to be the most natural work-flow
and practical ease of use. The smartserve™ 1000 is at
the top of the class for optional integrated features,
including audio-visual media case unlocking, all
forms of payment, including NFC, height-adjustable
base, form fitting return bins, large glass side shelf,
and a matching desktop version. The smartserve™
1000 self-service kiosk solution is designed for libraries
that desire a sharp, all-inclusive, easy-to use kiosk
with the same guaranteed uptime and robust
performance that Bibliotheca is renowned for.

Driven by our award winning software...

Don't forget we're here to help...

No matter what your kiosk choice, our intuitive,
award-winning software is proven to make the
whole patron experience easy and pleasant
from beginning to end. liber8™ works with all the
leading library ILS/LMS systems, controls all kiosk
components (such as receipt printers, RFID, barcode
scanners, etc); comes complete with remote
administration and configuration with our cloudbased smartadmin™ solution; and is completely
configurable to your individual needs by providing
custom patron interfaces called themes. We
provide eight custom themes that are ready to use
and don’t need further customising. New themes
are provided by Bibliotheca throughout the year.

Bibliotheca has dedicated sales consultants to help
you plan the best options and features to fit in your
library’s self-service model. We listen to your individual
needs and develop a strategy and solution that will
maximise your self-service investment. Let us guide
you through our Return on Investment process to
make sure you’re getting the best value for the long
run. Once you’re part of the Bibliotheca family, we
put you in the safe hands of our Project Managers.
They will guide you through the entire process and
help get your equipment set-up from start to finish.
After your installation, we put you in contact with
our excellent group of Support professionals who
are skilled in RFID, EM and barcode technology.
They are available via phone and email to guide
you through any support issues that may arise.

Works with your choice of technology...
And the great thing is that regardless of your need
for barcode, EM or RFID technology our entire kiosk
range offers the functionality to suit your needs. In
fact our barcode/EM kiosks are pre-configured with
RFID at no extra cost to you, just in case you want to
upgrade in the future.

As with every product in our range, we spend
years evaluating what libraries want and how we
can help fill the gaps. With our self-service kiosk
range we really feel like we have something to fit
the requirements of all libraries, but we’ll keep on
innovating just in case!
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Feature | Bibliotheca and Mid-Continent Public Library bridge the technology gap between UK & US libraries

Influencing

the

future

direction

of

libraries

Steven V. Potter,
Library Director and CEO
Mid-Continent Public Library
Kansas City, MO USA

Fact finding mission:
Throughout a week long trip, meeting with
colleagues from Kings College London, Queen
Margaret University, Kensington & Chelsea College,
Salford University and Rochdale Central Library,
Steve was able to observe the differences between
UK and US libraries, while sharing ideas on where the
future of the library service may be.

Rochdale Central Library, Manchester

Introduction:
Although operating on different sides of the Atlantic, libraries from the UK and the US clearly share common
goals, beliefs and roles in satisfying their resident patrons. It’s not surprising therefore that the staff, work flows
and even look and feel of the environments are similar on each side of the ‘pond’, or that libraries from each
continent would have the requirement and desire to implement the latest labour-saving, patron-enhancing
or time-saving technology. What perhaps is surprising is that US libraries are only just beginning their quest into
RFID adoption, whereas many UK libraries are now many years beyond their first installations. To learn from
the wealth of UK RFID experience, and to share views from US libraries that are perhaps thinking beyond RFID
self-service for their projects, Bibliotheca facilitated a hands-on trip for Mid-Continent Library CEO and Library
Director Steve Potter around the British Isles.
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Given their relative adoption stages, it is not surprising
to learn that RFID uptake differs substantially
between the UK and US; with the technology having
been prevalent in the UK library industry for around 8
years. Technology adoption figures in the UK do vary
depending on which stats you read, but are currently
reaching around 75% of all suitable locations having
now adopted RFID in some form. If you compare
this to the US, where RFID has only recently become
high on the agenda, implementation figures for the
technology stand at less than 10% of all libraries
throughout the entire region.
Of course, the fact that a large percentage of UK
RFID installations were planned and implemented
during differing socioeconomic times does play
a massive part. Today, most US public libraries
are beginning to explore RFID technology for the
first time, with budgets that are much tighter than

they were only 2 or 3 years ago. Indeed, budget
availability is not the only factor; it should also be
considered that the cost of the technology has
fallen considerably. For example, RFID label prices
alone 8 years ago in the US (where collection sizes
are considerably higher) made the technology
simply too expensive to implement.
Now, more than ever, library funding is scarce in
many areas, and advances in technology such
as eBooks may also pose a threat to some public
libraries. Moreover, in today’s society a library must
be much more than just that; in order to survive
it needs to explore new and innovative ways to
better serve its customers and remain relevant in the
community – all within tightening budgets.
But it is not just public libraries in the US that differ
in terms of their RFID needs; with a large proportion
of universities in the US being reference libraries
only, whereby items can be used within the library
grounds but not checked out, the need for RFID
equipment to issue and return items is naturally
reduced. However, the technology may be required
for security purposes to prevent the removal of library
items. This is in contrast to academic libraries in the
UK, whereby, although they often have reference
sections, items are still loaned to patrons just as they
are with public library lending.
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Feature | Bibliotheca and Mid-Continent Public Library bridge the technology gap between UK & US libraries

smartlocker™,

released earlie
r this year...

installed a number of handheld terminals throughout
several of their campuses to completely manage
their inventory and stock process. Equally at City of
Westminster Libraries they now perform complete
library inventories (“stock takes”) in less than two
days - reading over 2,000 items per hour. In fact,
a recent stock inventory using an RFID handheld
device uncovered 7% of physical stock on the shelf
that the LMS had declared “missing”.

Newport University, Wales

Assessing the ways in which RFID has been deployed
and is being utilised in UK libraries will aid US libraries
in understanding where they should focus, what the
biggest areas of ROI are and how to train and adjust
staff and customers, furthermore, the UK also has the
ability to learn how US libraries are having to think
beyond core RFID self-service in order to maximise
their investment and continue to deliver a quality
service to their residents.

Findings:
Since adopting RFID self-service technology many
libraries within the UK have scaled down the number
of staff desks and service points, allowing room for
more self-check terminals and encouraging the
free flow of staff and patrons. However, in the US,
staff points are still a popular element to the library
and continue to be used to provide assistance to
patrons and process issues and returns despite the
presence of self-service terminals.
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The fact that staff desks are still common in US
libraries may explain why when returning items, US
patrons prefer to go direct to library staff and return
items at the desks rather than use the self-service
kiosks provided. It is clear that using self-service to
return items is much more popular in the UK than in
the US and appears to be more of a natural process
with UK library users. However, one trend that is now
exceeding UK adoption numbers in the US is the use
of Automated Materials Handling (AMH) systems to
return items as more and more libraries gradually
implement the technology.
Another trend that is emerging in the UK library
market is the use of handheld devices to conduct
inventories on full library collections. Although not a
common concept in the US, many UK-based libraries
have come to rely on using handheld devices as a
means of managing stock levels and delivering a
faster stock rotation function, an example of this is
University of Wales, Newport – the University recently

In terms of library collections, the use of physical
media items is also an area that presents differences
between UK and US libraries. Currently between
5–10% of collections in the UK, media stock has
gradually declined over the years - a phenomenon
possibly linked to ease of access to media through
the Internet and the ability to download music
and films. However, although the need for physical
media may be declining in the UK, borrowing CDs
and DVDs is still a popular concept in the US with
physical items accounting for around 40% of a
libraries inventory – a factor that may be attributed
to the widely different population size between the
UK and US, together with the lack of availability of
high-speed internet access in US homes.
Just as the population size differs between the two
countries, so does the size and types of communities
the libraries serve. Being a much smaller country,
public libraries within the UK operate in smaller
communities and within much closer proximity;
as a result they are able to better reach out and

serve their communities. In the US, however, public
libraries have to serve larger, more widespread
regions; patrons often have to travel miles to visit
their local library – which may pose a challenge
to some residents in areas where there is a lack of
public transport.
Interestingly, it was this challenge faced by US
libraries that was the key driver behind smartlocker™,
a unique reservation system developed jointly
between Mid-Continent and Bibliotheca. The
system allows residents of the wider community to
reserve items and have them delivered to secure
pick-up locations within their local vicinity However,
smartlocker™ wasn’t just designed for the US market;
clearly there are also remote locations in the UK that
will benefit from the system, and the product could
easily find its place in a variety of community outlets
such as, community centres, residential homes and
schools.
Clearly there are a large number of differences
between UK and US libraries, not only in terms of
the challenges they face, but also in the ways in
which they serve their patrons and communities.
Understanding the differences between libraries in
different continents is key to shaping the future of
the library service, and facilitating trips that allow
libraries to share experiences and learn from each
other could prove beneficial to the industry as a
whole.

smartstock™ 200, Newport University, Wales
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News| Bibliotheca extends product range

Bibliotheca extends
product range

2013 is a year of innovation for Bibliotheca; working
closely with libraries around the globe, we are thrilled
to have developed and launched three brand new
products earlier this year that not only complement
our existing product set but will also extend the
services that libraries can offer their customers.
The new collection has been available since April
and has been developed to either extend a library’s
existing investment in RFID technology or to provide
further Return on Investment for those considering
the technology for the future.

Provide 24/7 remote access to reservations:
smartlocker™ is an exclusive reservation system
which is designed to offer library users an easy
and secure way of collecting reserved/held items
from either within a library environment or from
other non-library locations within a community,
such as post offices and community centres. With
the smartlocker™ reservation system libraries can
extend the reach of their services further into the
community and provide customers with 24/7 access
to their library loans.

Eliminate queues: smartstock™ 300, offers the latest
in handheld technology and enables libraries to
reduce queues during busy times, providing a faster
and more efficient service to customers. Using the
mobile, wireless device library staff can now check
items in & out, as well as set security from anywhere
within their library. Moreover, based on Apple’s
iOS technology, the device offers familiarity and
ease-of-use, together with a catalogue of existing
applications available through the App Store™.

Protect valuable items: smartlabel™ 500 is a HighFrequency (HF) RFID tag that has been exclusively
developed by Bibliotheca to protect and deter the
theft of high value assets that exist within any library
environment. The first of its kind, the RFID tag has
been engineered to work alongside items containing
metal - without compromising security or interfering
with the item’s performance – allowing libraries to
utilise their existing RFID security infrastructure.

www.bibliotheca.com/2013
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Feature |Make returns easy with the smartblade™ intelligent return shelf

Make returns easy
w i t h t h e s m a r t b l a d e™
intelligent return shelf

blade 210
TM

Using self-service kiosks to issue books is now common place in an increasing amount of libraries globally,
but the process of patron returns is still incredibly varied, with most solutions placing the returned item out of
view – meaning that it often cannot be loaned again until it is re-shelved.

Although some libraries operate with large
Automated Materials Handling (AMH) return and
sorting systems, this isn’t the case for all libraries,
and in the absence of such systems there is always
an opportunity to improve the patron book return
experience. Many libraries do offer return at the
kiosk, but this creates the problem that returned
items often end up in a bin where they cannot be
seen and selected by the patron. In many other
instances, staff are still processing returns manually,
which is a real waste of skilled staff time and, again,
means that items have to be manually re-shelved
before they can be selected by the patron.
smartblade™ 210 has been designed to put an end
to these challenges and to make the process of
returning items quick, easy and stress-free for library
patrons. Used in conjunction with the smartserve™
410 interactive kiosk, the smartblade™ 210 shelving
system allows patrons to return their library items by
simply placing them on one of the open shelves
and then letting the system do the rest. Once on the
shelves items are immediately identified, checkedin to the ILS/LMS and the security re-activated,
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meaning that they are back in circulation and
ready to be borrowed again in a matter of seconds.
Furthermore, because the system has been
designed to work with libraries’ existing ILS/LMS, the
patron’s account is automatically updated so they
can be assured that all items are cleared from their
account. Additionally, in instances where a returned
item is on hold for another patron, a staff member is
immediately notified so that the items can then be
retrieved.

"

Integrate into your
library furniture

"

To allow for effective volume use, smartblade™ 210
allows multiple users to use the system at the same
time, meaning no queues at the staff desk and that
all returned items are quickly available for viewing
and selection by any patron within the library.

Configurable with 4 different types of shelving for a range of media (small or large books, magazines, and
DVDs/CDs), smartblade™ 210 has been devised to not only compliment your existing library self-service
equipment but also in a modular fashion so that it can be incorporated into any library design and integrated
into numerous furniture shelving units to suit different requirements, decors and environments.
For those wanting to offer a one-step approach to returning library items, but maybe cannot justify the
investment or the space for a full AMH sorter and return system, smartblade™ 210 is the perfect solution.
Providing a dedicated returns area for patrons will not only result in a faster and more efficient returns process,
but will also allow staff to undertake additional tasks and increase productivity within the library.
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Feature | Koblenz Public Library opens its doors with self-service and automated materials handling solutions

Koblenz Public Library opens its doors
with self - service and automated
materials handling solutions

With a total volume of over 200,000 pieces of material situated on 3 levels, customers are also offered a large
selection of reading material, audio books, and visitors can look out over Koblenz on the reading terrace.
To make things more easily accessible for the library’s visitors, three self-service kiosks have been installed which
are equipped with the new, user-friendly software liber8™. Simply scan the book’s barcode and all materials
are checked out in no time. The new smartreturn™ 300 system is also a big hit, with three separate points for
returning items. This return and sorting system in Koblenz is the first of its kind to be installed in Germany.
As part of the merger of three individual departments into one central location the new
Koblenz Public Library, Germany wanted to offer users an exciting and unique experience
when it opened its doors to its local community. Turning to Bibliotheca, the new library
deployed a range of self-service and automated materials handing equipment, which has
attracted visitors to the new site and resulted in increased patron usage and activity.

Opened in June 2013, the Koblenz Public Library is housed in a new, futuristic public building. The library’s
central departments were originally divided into three locations. With the Forum Confluentes (which also
houses a museum, Tourist Information and the Middle Rhine “Romanticum” information centre), there is now
one central location for information.
Even the large foyer, with its friendly, bright oval service counter with three workspaces is an eye-catcher. The
return system and the three self-service kiosks are located centrally and are always accessible to the staff.
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The smartreturn™ 300 is the little sister of the 400 series from Bibliotheca. A total of three return points offer
quick service to customers. A return point is built into the library’s exterior and is available to customers 24/7.
With this system, sorting bins can be almost limitless on a belt going from one return bin to up to a total of 256.
The Koblenz Public Library has seven sorting bins into which the materials are sorted as well as a staff returns
point. This allows materials that still haven’t been switched to the new system to be checked-in by the staff
without any significant extra time being taken up. They simply fall into the corresponding return bins and can
quickly be made available to customers once again.
“Since the library opened, the number of visitors has increased daily from 250 to 900”, says Ms Sabel.
“Customers are happy to use this new system and we now have more time to assist them.” Self-service with
the smartserve™ 600 and return with the smartreturn™ 300 significantly shorten waiting times. “There are no
more waiting times at the service counter during peak times and our customers are even happier.”
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Feature | Manage all of your library devices from one central location with smartadmin™ software

Manage all of your library devices
from one central location with
smartadmin™ software
Managing an entire range of devices around your library, and ensuring they are all working
correctly, configured and in sync can be cumbersome, especially when they are placed
in a number of different branches, scattered across various locations.

smartadmin™, our central administration software,
has been created to allow libraries to effectively
manage all of their Bibliotheca equipment as easy
and efficiently as possible from almost any location.
Designed to work with Bibliotheca self-service
kiosks, security gates and Automated Materials
Handling (AMH) systems, this powerful web-based
software enables libraries to remotely setup,
manage, configure and monitor their range of
library equipment, conveniently and securely, from
anywhere that has an Internet connection. Libraries
can change the configuration of one, many, or all,
of their devices - as well as install software updates
- in one single action without the need to visit each
individual device location.
The implementation of smartadmin™ allows staff to
remotely configure equipment in such a way that
tasks such as manually deploying new software
updates on each device, configuring on-screen
messages and physically obtaining statistical data
from each individual piece of equipment can be
eliminated, allowing staff to benefit from a decrease
in travel costs and increase in productivity.
With the ability to view all of their devices online,
library staff can quickly establish the status of each
device and identify common hardware warnings
in advance. Staff are able to monitor and gauge
the severity of device warnings, from low receipt roll
paper to a device becoming temporarily unusable.
This helps them determine quickly if a visit is required,
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or if they can simply communicate with a local
staff member at that site for quick and efficient
maintenance. They can also easily generate upto-date statistical data reports on their equipment,
combining information on patron usage and
payments received.
Amongst many other things, smartadmin™ allows
library staff to:
Setup new equipment
Configure all on-screen and receipt text
Deploy standard or custom built themes
Diagnose common device components
Schedule software updates
Take equipment offline
Remotely upload offline transactions
Retrieve diagnostic logs
View a summary of all payments taken
smartadmin™ is currently used by over 1,000 library
sites globally and has been helping libraries manage
their library equipment since 2008. Since launch
the system has securely delivered over 70M patron
interaction transactions across our customer sites.
For more information on smartadmin™ and to
find out how you can get the most out of your
existing Bibliotheca equipment please email info@
bibliotheca.com or contact your Account Manager.
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News | Bibliotheca named as RFID supplier on £25m Fujitsu & libraries NI project

News | Bibliotheca and Ecole Solutions team up to provide RFID technonlogy to Indian library market

Bibliotheca named as RFID supplier on
£25m Fujitsu and Libraries NI project
RFID specialist Bibliotheca has confirmed that it
has been selected to provide full RFID services
to Libraries NI, the single public library service for
Northern Ireland, as part of an overall tender won
by Fujitsu to manage the service’s ICT infrastructure.
The project, which will see Fujitsu manage the
infrastructure across all libraries in Northern Ireland
over a 5-year period, is aimed at transforming the
library experience for the Northern Ireland public
by offering new and improved amenities - such
as, faster IT speeds, Wi-Fi access and self-service
facilities – as well as introducing greater efficiency in
back-end staff operations.
Under the contract Bibliotheca will introduce RFID
technology into all public libraries managed by
Libraries NI, all of which will incorporate a selection
of Bibliotheca equipment including RFID security
gates and, in 20 of the largest libraries, smartserve™
400 self-service kiosks together with integrated
payment stations – providing patron independence
and allowing for greater staff involvement in library
events. Bibliotheca will also work alongside library
technology supplier SirsiDynix who will provide the
Library Management System to the libraries.
The first stage of implementing RFID technology in all
NI libraries will begin in June 2013 with tagging teams
- consisting of Libraries NI staff trained by Bibliotheca
and outsourced staff – tagging the service’s entire
collection of over 1.8 million library items. This will be
followed shortly after with the initial security gates
being installed in August 2013, and the installation of
the self-service terminals thereafter.
Darren Ratcliffe, Bibliotheca’s UK Managing Director,
comments: “Having the opportunity to work on such
a large-scale project with Libraries NI and Fujitsu is
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a great privilege for Bibliotheca. We believe that
combining our skills and resources will allow Libraries
NI to offer Northern Ireland library users an enhanced
and improved library experience. We look forward
to working very closely with Fujitsu and Libraries NI
over the coming years to deliver state-of-the-art
RFID facilities.”
Carál Ní Chuilín, Minister for the Department of
Culture, Arts and Leisure, comments: “I know
the importance of the library service to so many
people and I am delighted to be able to provide
£25 million over the next five years for this contract
to help Libraries NI to greatly improve the public
computer and internet facilities it provides. Libraries
offer invaluable resources and services and we
must ensure these are available, utilising new
and emerging technology to as many people as
possible. This contract is also intended to contribute
to the vital work being done by Libraries NI to deliver
DCAL’s priorities of promoting equality and tackling
poverty and social exclusion.”
Irene Knox, Chief Executive of Libraries NI, adds:
“This new contract will provide cutting edge library
services to the people of Northern Ireland whether
it is in a local public library, a mobile library or
online. We want to provide our customers with a
rewarding experience every time they visit and the
new enhanced services such as Wi-Fi access and
improved IT speeds will help to deliver this to our
users.”
The partnership with Bibliotheca is the first of its kind
whereby RFID technology will be implemented
in every library in one country under one single
contract in addition to the rollout being the largest
deployment of RFID technology in the UK library
market.

Bibliotheca and Ecole Solutions team up to provide
RFID technology to Indian library market
Adding to its growing list of global distributors,
Bibliotheca has today announced its partnership
with Ecole Solutions, India’s leading supplier of
teaching and learning technology solutions to
higher education institutions, in an effort to provide
RFID technology solutions to libraries across India.
Combining Bibliotheca’s global expertise in RFID
library solutions and Ecole’s in-depth knowledge
and understanding of the Indian academic and
public library market, the two companies will work
together to meet the growing demand of RFID
technology in the country. This strategic partnership
will better service India’s 30,000 Higher Education
institutions. Furthermore, the partnership aims to
expand Bibliotheca’s presence in the Indian market
and to establish both Bibliotheca and Ecole Solutions
as leading RFID technology suppliers in the region
over the coming years.
Having already been selected to fully implement
RFID systems in several institutions in India – including
the renowned College of Engineering Perumon
in Kollam, Kerala (best known as CEP) and the
Arunachal Pradesh State Central Library in Itanagar
– a selection of Bibliotheca’s flagship products,
such as its smartgate™ 400 RFID security gates
and smartstock™ 100 inventory devices, have
been dispatched to India so that work can quickly
commence on the projects.

Venkatesh L S, Ecole Solutions Co-Founder and
Director, comments: “Libraries in India had
unfortunately experienced several failed RFID
implementations because of poor quality products
and support. In order to restore confidence in
the RFID technology amongst Libraries, it was
important to provide solutions that were proven
globally. Bibliotheca, with its commitment to quality
and innovation had several success stories in the
developed as well as developing world and was
a natural choice for Ecole to partner with, to bring
world-class RFID and EM technologies to Indian
Libraries.”
Sven Carlson, Director of Partner Business at
Bibliotheca, adds: “India represents a large potential
market for Bibliotheca where universities are having
to work hard to attract global partners and overseas
students. Academic and public libraries have great
potential to improve services to students, yet equally
must offer a first-class library service to support the
education of youngsters. Bibliotheca decided to
work with Ecole Solutions as they are well positioned
within the library market with their e-Content and
e-Learning solutions. We share the vision of offering
stable solutions and class-leading services to our
customers, and we look forward to a long-term
close partnership.”
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SirsiDynix and Bibliotheca Reaffirm
Global Strategic Alliance

Recent wins including Halifax Public Libraries and Northern Ireland are evidence of a robust
partnership delivering world-class solutions. SirsiDynix and Bibliotheca today reaffirmed their
intent to extend and strengthen their global strategic partnership. Working together, the two
companies continue to win the business of some of the largest and most demanding RFID
projects in the world.

The most recent of these includes Halifax Public
Libraries and Northern Ireland Library Service. The
Halifax project is a comprehensive implementation
that includes RFID for over 1.3 million items, inventory
devices, RFID staff stations, security gates and
training. The Northern Ireland project will introduce
RFID technology into all public libraries managed by
Libraries NI, all of which will incorporate a selection
of Bibliotheca equipment and tagging the service’s
entire collection of over 1.8 million library items.
Bill Davison, CEO of SirsiDynix, commented, “We’re
not only enthused by the joint projects where we
continue to compete and win. It’s also the fact that
as a global partner, Bibliotheca is in a strong position
to work with SirsiDynix to provide RFID solutions to our
worldwide customer base. This is very important to
us, and we’re very pleased to have a partner like
Bibliotheca that has the reach to make it happen.”
Jim Hopwood, Managing Director of Bibliotheca,
added, “We have enjoyed a successful partnership
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with SirsiDynix in the USA for a number of years, and
we are delighted to extend this to our combined
global customer base. Both parties’ flexibility to
deliver deep technical integration between our
products for Patron Service, Library Automation and
Security is providing industry leading solutions to our
customers, today and into the future, as evidenced
by the award of these two prestigious projects.”
In addition to these noteworthy wins, SirsiDynix and
Bibliotheca have committed to working closely
together on development that will deliver a tighter
integration to benefit existing and new customers.
This includes a clear commitment to deliver
integration utilizing web services, thus supporting the
International adoption of the Library Communications
Framework (LCF). This will allow the flexible
enhancement of features such as circulation and
inventory which have been, to date, restricted by
the narrower approach of previous communication
protocols such as SIP2 and NCIP.

Bibliotheca forms joint venture
MultiSystems to enter Brazilian market
Continuing with its international growth and
expansion, Bibliotheca is taking the next step in
strengthening its global footprint by extending
operations into the emerging Brazilian library
market. In a new joint venture with existing system
integrator MultiSystems, Bibliotheca will form a
new office to bring the class-leading products and
services of Bibliotheca Group to the South American
library market.
MultiSystems, one of the leading providers of RFID
and EM systems for libraries was formed in 1995
as a specialist access control system integrator
and developed into one of the leading players
in the Brazilian market. In 1999, the activities were
expanded into library automation and theft
prevention, focusing additionally on CCTV and later
adding EM and RFID security. Today, MultiSystems
maintains a market share of approx. 40% of the
library security market. This venture will enable
Bibliotheca to strengthen their activities by offering
new products and services, a strong well-established
brand and a scalable backend support operation.
The move towards South America opens a country
with a population of 192 million (5th largest state in the
world) and approx. 110,000 libraries. A designated EM
market with until now very limited RFID penetration
offers great opportunities to leverage the global
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system integration experience and product range
of Bibliotheca. Bibliotheca’s appearance in the
Brazilian market is well recognised by both library
management system vendors and librarians: With
the UFBA University, Bibliotheca Brazil has already
secured its first reference project to equip three
libraries with RFID/EM hybrid technology.
Sven Carlson, Bibliotheca’s Global Director of
Partners, trusts in the Brazilian market and knows
well about the Brazilian librarians’ affection to
automation technology: “Improved patron service,
asset protection and inventory management
technology are the major issues on the librarians’
agenda in Brazil. More than in any other country,
Brazil is seeking the latest technology and features
to protect their collections, raise efficiencies and
improve customer service in day-to-day operations.
With this new venture, we are confident that we can
bring our dynamic product set to these libraries and
help them with the improvements and efficiencies
that they are striving for.”
Together with Bibliotheca’s range of staff, shelf
and self-service kiosk products, the company will
focus heavily on introducing its proven range of
Automated Materials Handling (AMH) solutions
to Brazil, providing libraries with the opportunity to
invest in proven time and cost saving return solutions.
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New customers
Some of our newest customers as of August 2013

Australia:
Campbelltown City Council – Eagle Vale Branch
Library (NSW)
City of Cockburn 3 branches (WA)
City of Melville Library- 5 Branches (WA)
Lane Cove Council – Lane Cove Library (NSW)
Leeton Library (NSW)
Pittwater Council - Mona Vale Library (NSW)
Randwick Library (NSW)
Stanton Public Library (NSW)
The Hills Shire Council – 5 Branches (NSW)
Canada:
Bibliotheque Muncipale de Saint-Zotique (QC)
Clarington Public Library (ON)
Halifax Public Libraries (NS)
Kingston Frontenac Public Library (ON)
Montreal Public Library (QC)
Niagara-on-the-Lake Public Library (ON)
Oshawa Public Library (ON)
Winnipeg Public Library (MB)
France:
Bibliotheque Municipale De Belfort
Communauté D’agglomération Loire Forez
Italy:
Ancona Pontificio Seminario Marchigiano “Pio XI”
Library
Cesena Public Library Malatestiana
Nichelino Biblioteca

Germany:
Hochschubibliothek Hamm-Lippstadt
Stadtbibliothek Baunatal
Stadtbibliothek Dingolfing
Stadtbibliothek Gotha
Stadtbibliothek Koblenz
Stadtbibliothek Kornwestheim
Stadtbibliothek Langenfeld
Stadtbibliothek Stockach
Stadtbücherei Kolbenmotor
Technische Universität Berlin
Universitätsbibliothek Konstanz
Universitätsbibliothek Lüneburg, Zentralbibliothek
Nordic:
Aarhus University Library, Denmark
Copenhagen School of Design and Technology,
Denmark
Danish Institute for International Studies, Denmark
Hedmark University College, Norway
Höganäs Public Libraries, Sweden
Malmö University, Sweden
Odense Public Libraries, Denmark
Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied
Science, Norway
Oslo University Libraries, Norway
Ringsted Public Library, Denmark
Samsø Public Library, Denmark
Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden
Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
The Royal Library, Denmark
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Gävle, Sweden
University of Skövde, Sweden
Switzerland:
Stadtbibliothek Rorschach
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United Kingdom:
Anglia Ruskin University
Bury Metropolitan Borough Council
Greenwich Leisure Ltd
Heriot-Watt University
Midlothian Council
North Tyneside Council
Northern Ireland Libraries
Northumberland County Council
London Borough of Newham
Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council
Robert Gordon University
Royal College of Nursing
South Essex College of Further and Higher Education
The College Merthyr Tydfil
University of Winchester
Whittington Hospital NHS Trust
Wiltshire College – Chippenham

United States:
Ana G. Mendez University System (MD)
Antelope Valley College Library (CA)
Aurora Public Library (IL)
California State University, Northridge (CA)
Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library (OH)
E.F. Library Services (MN)
Forsyth County Public Library (GA)
Fort Bragg (NC)
Foxborough Boyden Public Library (MA)
Hall County Headquarters Library (GA)
Harvard University (MA)
Harvard University Center for Hellenic Studies (MA)
Huntington Beach Public Library (CA)
Lewiston Public Library (NY)
Lincoln County Public Library (NC)
Lompoc Public Library (CA)
Mount Vernon City Library (WA)
Oak Park Public Library (MI)
Oak Park Public Library (IL)
Oneonta Public Library (AL)
Petersburg Public Library (AK)
San Antonio Public Library (TX)
San Leandro Public Library (CA)
Somerville Public Library (MA)
Springfield-Greene County Library (MO)
Stephenson Public Library (WI)
Syracuse University (NY)
Tampa-Hillsborough County Public Library System (FL)
The Urbana Free Library (IL)
Thomas County Public Library System (GA)
Tulsa City-County Library (OK)
University of the Incarnate Word (TX)
Virgin Islands Public Library (BVI)
Washington County Free Library (MD)
Western Illinois University (WIU) Quad Cities Riverfront
Campus (IL)
Weston Public Library (MA)
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Upcoming events

September

October

8th/10th: IGELU

4th/5th: ALIA Top End Symposium

9th/10th: PLSA

9th/11th: Ohio Library Council Conv.

10th/11th: Wildauer Symposium

10th/11th: Polaris Users Group

12th/13th: VVBAD / Informatie Aan Zee

10th: CILIPS Autumn Gathering

17th/20th: ADBU

15th/17th: Illinois Library Assoc.

26th/29th: Bok & Bibliotek

17th/19th: Colorado Library Assoc.
22nd/25th: Wisconsin Library Assoc.
24th: Librarian Day

November
3rd/5th: California Library Assoc.

Biblioteam
United Kingdom:

United States:

After undertaking the Three Peaks
Challenge in the UK last year, Bibliotheca
are once again setting themselves a
gruelling challenge to raise money for
Dyslexia Action! This year 16 Bibliotheca
employees are taking part in ‘To Hell
and Back’, a team challenge set in the
stunning Lake District taking place on 7th
September. Over the course of 12 hours,
starting at 8am and finishing at 8pm, the
team will be challenged to Canoe Lake
Windermere, Cycle from Lake Windermere
to Grasmere, and then Climb Helvellyn
(3,116ft)! All funds raised for the challenge
will support the charity Dyslexia Action. This
years fundraising target is £8,000, To Hell
and Back is just one of the many activities
that will take place over the course of the
year.

The US Biblioteam raises funds for two
great literacy organizations that focus on
developing reading skills at a young age. The
two charities the US Biblioteam has chosen
are Books for Kids and United Through
Reading. Books for Kids promote literacy
among all children with a special emphasis
on low-income and at-risk preschool-aged
children. They create libraries, donate
books, and partner with literacy programs
to develop the critical early foundation
and skills which young children need to be
successful in life. United Through Reading
offers deployed military parents the
opportunity to be video-recorded reading
storybooks to their children, which eases
the stress of separation, maintains positive
emotional connections and cultivates
a love of reading. Marines, Soldiers and
Sailors, National Guard, Reservists and
Airmen can read to their children from units
on ships, in tents in Afghanistan, and on
bases and installations around the world.
The fundraising goal has been set to $2,000
USD and the team is almost half way there
as of August 1st.

You can help us by sponsoring the team go
to: http://www.justgiving.com/BibliothecaToHellAndBack

4th: Bibliotheca lokal South
13th/15th: South Carolina Library Assoc.

http://biblioteam2013.mydagsite.com/

15th: Collection HQ UG
Bibliotheca lokal North
24th/26th: PLNSW Switch Conference
25th/27th: Con. of the L & IC of Quebec

Picture: ALA Annual, Chicago
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And lastly...

To coincide with the launch of our new reservation system, smartlocker™, we have created
an engaging animated video that highlights how easy the system is to use and how
convenient it is for patrons to collect and return their library items.
Using easy to follow sketches the video provides a step-by-step guide on how to use smartlocker™ from the
initial step of reserving library items right through to the point of collection, and then return.
An ideal tool for promoting smartlocker™ within your library and educating patrons on its use, the video can
be placed on a range of mediums, such as library webpages, intranet pages and information screens, and
can be made available either unbranded or custom branded with your logo to suit your requirements.
You can view the video on our dedicated YouTube channel at: www.youtube.com/smartlibraries
For more information on smartlocker™ please visit: http://www.bibliotheca.com/baccessible or contact your
local Account Manager
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Don’t forget that if you’re an existing Bibliotheca customer you can take advantage of our
online area biblioforum, where customers can engage with other members of the library
community! If you would like a reminder of your customer login details or you need to
register for the first time then please email us at: info@bibiotheca.com. You will also find us
on Facebook & you can follow us on Twitter, Pinterest & YouTube @smartlibraries

www.bibliotheca.com | info@bibliotheca.com | social media smartlibraries

